
January 5, 2016 
Ms. Toye Simmons 
NRC Reviewer 

Ms. Simmons, 

Ameritech Medical Services, Inc. 

REFERENCE NO. 589573 

2466 NW Overton Street - Unit B 
Portland, OR 97210-3165 

Phone: 913-708-1663 

This letter is in regard to your question of close-out of a certain storage unit that appears on our 
Material License and that is: Budget Storage North at 18923 Highway 59 Business Highway 
71, St Joseph, Missouri. 

Please be advised that no radioactive doses were placed or held at this storage facility. It was 
our understanding that we were not permitted to have radioactive doses delivered and stored, 
even temporarily, at a storage facility. However, we could have our nuclear technologist take 
delivery, personally, from the commercial pharmacy's courier. We only rented this location to 
have a site that our technologist could meet and receive radioactive doses each work day. The 
site was close to the technologist's home and satisfied our mobile license requirement of not 
having doses delivered to and left at a client hospital or a residence. Our technologist met the 
courier in the parking lot of the Budget North storage site and received the doses directly ... 
each day of delivery. The actual storage room was never used. 

Ms. Simmons, the site I mentioned during our initial phone discussion is a location that came 
into question years ago and not the site that is in question today. 
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REFERENCE NO. 589573 

This letter is in regard to your question of close-out of a certain storage unit that appears on our 
Material License and that is: Budget Storage North at 18923 Highway 59 Business Highway 71, 
St. Joseph, Missouri. 

Please be advised that no radioactive doses were placed or held at this storage facility. It was our 
understanding that we were not permitted to have radioactive doses delivered and stored, even 
temporarily, at a storage facility. However, we could have our nuclear technologist take delivery, 
personally, from the commercial pharmacy's courier. We only rented this location to have a site that 
our technologist could meet and receive radioactive doses each work day. The site was close to the 
technologist's home and satisfied our mobile license requirement of not having doses delivered to 
and left at a client hospital or a residence. Our technologist met the courier in the parking lot of the 
Budget North storage site and received the doses directly ... each day of delivery. The actual storage 
room was never used. 

Ms. Simmons, the site I mentioned during our initial phone discussion is a location that came into 
question years ago and not the site that is in question today. 

I have attached a formal copy of this letter. 

Thank you, 

Del Roberts, CNMT, RSO 
Material License No. 36-32743-01 
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